
Aquabox Assembly ( Draft) - Teacher Notes

These notes are designed as an ' aide memoir' for Aquabox representatives or teachers 
delivering an assembly to schools or interested groups 

The principle aims of the presentation are as follows:
1. The need for basics in the time of disaster - shelter, clean water etc
2. To raise awareness of natural disasters happening across the planet
3. How Aquabox as a disaster relief/ humanitarian crisis charity responds
4. A brief overview of the charity and its history - the filter ( demonstration)
5. How people can support the charity

Our key point will be the NEED FOR CLEAN WATER

Intro to assembly

Slide1

 Either 
1.
 If a local assembly or have access to Aquabox Gold Box or Aquabox speaker

If possible - choose a small group of people to attempt the Aquabox challenge during the 
assembly. They have to
1. check the manifesto to see all items are present
2. Pack all items into the blue box without any help

Point out to audience that a small group have been given a challenge but all will be 
revealed later ( should create an air of mystery and interest in audience)

Then introduce speakers as representatives of the Charity Aquabox ( based in Wirksworth, 
Derbyshire)

Or 
2. If not local or speakers are not from Aquabox

Thinking exercise- What are the basics that all humans need to survive? What can't we do 
without? ( not phones/ internet/ computers/ cars or even hair straighteners😂 )
The audience should come up with food, water, shelter etc....

What happens if we suddenly lose one or more of these?



Slide 2- images

Picture of natural disaster ( picture is from Haiti EQ in 2010)

If confident - could ask audience questions e.g.
What does this picture show?
What might have happened?
What problems does this person face immediately?

Audience should be able to work out that this person has been affected by a Natural 
Disaster or war and appears to have lost everything. Explain that this is the 2010 Haiti 

Earthquake
On Jan. 12, 2010, Haiti was struck by 
a massive earthquake ( Magnitude 
7.2) The disaster claimed 316,000 
lives, left 1.5 million homeless and 
another 1.5 million injured. 

Haiti is a small country located 
In the Caribbean

If time

There is also an opportunity to add a hyperlink to a video clip from the UN on this 
slide which could be used as a visual stimulus to show the impact of the EQ and its 
effect on people's lives ( could show whole clip or the first minute)

Clip https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bvkl9Ikc0U



Slide 3- Some survivor stories from Haiti

Darlene

 Darlene Etienne was pulled, barely alive, from the wreckage of a house near her college in 
Port-au-Prince, 15 days after the earthquake struck.
Rescuers said the 16-year-old, who was severely dehydrated and covered in dust, possibly 
survived by drinking bathwater but could not have lasted much longer.
She was found when neighbours heard her calling weakly from the rubble. A French rescue 
team took an hour to dig her out.
After being given oxygen and water, Darlene was taken to a French medical ship for 
treatment for dehydration and a leg injury.
"She just said, 'Thank you.' She's very weak," Samuel Bernes, head of the rescue team, 
told the AFP news agency.

Rico

Trapped in one of the aftershocks that rattled Port-au-Prince in the days that followed the 
earthquake, Rico Dibrivell was pulled from the rubble after spending 12 days trapped in the 
debris of a shop.
The store had been repeatedly looted and, according to the Associated Press, Mr Dibrivell 
was initially discovered by a group of Haitians who then called on US troops to help release 
him.Wearing only his underpants and caked in dust when he was pulled out, Mr Dibrivell 
was dehydrated, looked gaunt and had a broken leg.



Slide 4- imagine that you are living in an area that has just had a natural disaster 
e.g

Volcanic Eruption , Tsunami, Earthquake, Landslide, Hurricane

What basic things might you need after the disaster?

What things might you have lost ?

This could be done by questions/ hands up etc?

This should lead to the following:

Shelter
Clean Water
Sanitation
Food 
Heating
Clothing
Medical help
Some may argue that phones/ electricity etc are modern 'essentials'  - could discuss 

You could ask here - what might they need in times like this e.g Blankets, spade

But what is the problem especially in a developing or poor country.

This example is taken from Haiti ( one of the poorest countries in the world )
Slide 5-Some basic facts on Haiti ( one of the poorest countries in the world)
Image will show - where it is, some facts and figures to show economic situation and the 
fact that it regularly gets hit with natural disasters 
Key points ( examples)
Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere, and it is also the third-largest 
country in the Caribbean.Literacy: in Haiti; only 60.7% of its population can read and write.
50% of the nation’s wealth is owned by approximately 1% of Haitians.Most Haitians are 
unemployed. Haitian children are prone to deaths, as more than 10% of them die before 
reaching the age of five. Half of its children are unvaccinated.
Only 40% of its population has access to basic health care. It is also the most densely 
populated country in the Western Hemisphere, with 747 people per square mile.
The average per capita income in Haiti is very low. It is $480 a year with 80% of nationals 
living below the poverty line. It suffers from regular river floods, hurricanes and earthquakes
Conclusion - a very poor - not prepared for disasters and people struggle when disasters hit



Slide 6-What can be done after the disaster happens?

This could be a list of strategies or a thinking exercise for audience to come up with 
or to prioritise

When the disaster happens then we have immediate problems like :

Getting basic needs to people e.g shelter, food, water

Trying to rescue trapped people 

Getting communications running again - roads, telephone lines

Restoring power

This is where charities have a major role in trying to help mitigate the problems

They often work with governments/ UN to help the governments and people in the first few 
days and weeks to meet their essential needs

Slide 7-Why is clean water so important? Problems that occur from drinking dirty 
water
Explain that clean water may not be available especially after a disaster 
Poorer countries often don't have access to things we take for granted e.g running 
water, showers, sewerage systems and rely on polluted local sources

Explain that using untreated water can cause health problems e.g

Contaminated water and poor sanitation are linked to transmission of diseases such as 
cholera, diarrhoea, dysentery, hepatitis A, typhoid, and polio. Absent, inadequate, or 
inappropriately managed water and sanitation services expose individuals to preventable 
health risks. This is particularly the case in health care facilities where both patients and 
staff are placed at additional risk of infection and disease when water, sanitation, and 
hygiene services are lacking. Globally, 15% of patients develop an infection during a 
hospital stay, with the proportion much greater in low-income countries.
Inadequate management of urban, industrial, and agricultural wastewater means the 
drinking-water of hundreds of millions of people is dangerously contaminated or chemically 
polluted.
Some 829 000 people are estimated to die each year from diarrhoea as a result of unsafe 
drinking-water, sanitation, and hand hygiene. Yet diarrhoea is largely preventable, and the 
deaths of 297 000 children aged under 5 years could be avoided each year if these risk 



factors were addressed. Where water is not readily available, people may decide 
handwashing is not a priority, thereby adding to the likelihood of diarrhoea and other 
diseases.
Diarrhoea is the most widely known disease linked to contaminated food and water but 
there are other hazards. In 2017, over 220 million people required preventative treatment 
for schistosomiasis – an acute and chronic disease caused by parasitic worms contracted 
through exposure to infested water.
In many parts of the world, insects that live or breed in water carry and transmit diseases 
such as dengue fever. Some of these insects, known as vectors, breed in clean, rather than 
dirty water, and household drinking water containers can serve as breeding grounds. The 
simple intervention of covering water storage containers can reduce vector breeding and 
may also reduce faecal contamination of water at the household level.
Key points
What happens when you drink unsafe water?
a. Common water borne pathogens:
i. Cholera
ii. Typhoid
iii. Dysentery
iiii. Parasitic worm cyst
v. Polio (if in water course)

b. Common symptoms:
i. Dehydration
ii. Diarrhoea
iii. Weakness and low energy level
iiii. Fever
v. Vomiting

c. Common problem after natural disaster is the disruption of sewerage and safe water 
supplies

d. What do we need clean water for?
i. Drinking
ii. Washing ourselves
iii. Washing our food
Globally nearly 900 million people do not have secure access to safe water.

Slide8- How do people get access to clean water at a time of crisis?

Here the key point is Immediately after the event - first few days ( short term) not long term 
when things have been repaired or improved.
We have to rely on



1. Shipping in clean water or
2. Cleaning the dirty water that is available. This local water is often polluted and needs 

cleaning
Thinking exercise- How could you clean this water ? Quickly? Cheaply? Healthily?

Slides9/10 Now to focus on Aquabox - Our water filters

See pictures of filters or 
if available - show 
actual examples

When disaster strikes, whether it is natural or man-made, the people affected are in 
desperate need of safe drinking water and humanitarian help. Aquabox responds by 
sending its AquaFilters and humanitarian aid, working closely with selected aid 
agencies and distribution partners who ensure that the aid reaches those most in 
need.Since  its formation in 1992, Aquabox has sent more than 110,000 aid boxes to 
more than 50 countries around the world, helping hundreds of thousands of people 
in times of crisis. Each Aquabox Gold Box, which is tailored to support a family 
group, contains water purification filters as well as items of humanitarian aid to help 
with shelter and shelter building, lighting, cooking and feeding, educational 
development and hygiene.
We rely entirely on donations and the fundraising activities of our supporters to fund 
our work and purchase the items which we supply in the aid boxes. Without the 
generosity of our supporters, we would not be able to continue this work.

This is an opportunity if facilities are available to 

Two types sent
1. Family filter
a. Produces clean water for 5/6 people minimum
b. Produces 1 litre of water/minute
c. Can last for 8+ years (with proper maintenance)
2. Community filter
a. Produces clean water for 400/500 people  minimum
b. Produces 6 litres of water/minute
3. Both filters provide IMMEDIATE access to safe water



DEMONSTRATE the filter

The Aquabox water filter can help in these sort of situations

So how does Aquabox meet the challenge of providing safe drinking water in times 
of crisis?

Research in the field has identified two requirements: a water supply for schools, 
medical clinics, and other community centres; and a water supply for family groups 
of about five individuals.

Our innovative AquaFilter technology produces safe and clean drinking water 
instantly and reliably without the need for chemicals. The AquaFilter Family and 
Community units are based on sub-micron filters which are impenetrable to bacteria 
and most viruses.

The Aquafilter Family and Community units were developed by the Safe Water Trust 
and the Family units are assembled under license by Aquabox.

AquaFilter Family Unit
Designed For use by individuals or a family, the AquaFilter Family unit can deliver 1 
litre per minute and half a million litres of clean drinking water over its working life. 
The AquaFilter Family unit is fastened to a container of water, such as the Aquabox 
or a bucket, and using a simple hand pump safe drinking water is dispensed to a 
cup.

 



 

AquaFilter Community Unit - Designed for use in community amenities the 
AquaFilter Community unit can deliver 6 litres per minute and over 1 million litres of 
clean drinking water over its working life.

Note: the AquaFilter Family and AquaFilter Community units remove biological 
contaminants, commonly found in water from ponds, streams, or shallow wells. They 
do not remove dissolved substances such as salt, or arsenic, typically occurring in 
deep wells.
Aqua12s – 12 AquaFilter Family Units in a box

Slide 11 What else does Aquabox send? -The Gold Boxes

Either
Now go back to the group who are attempting the Aquabox Challenge

How are they getting on? - Check

Or
Explain the Gold Box - What is in it ? Slide will show the manifesto



Slide 12-Where in the World has Aquabox sent its water filters and gold boxes over 
the last 30 years?

How many of these countries have you heard of? Do you know where they are?

Just some of the countries

Some of the countries Aquabox has sent aid:
 
Middle East
Yemen
Syria
Palestine
Lebanon
Caribbean
Haiti
Belize
Bahamas
Asia
Nepal
India
Bangladesh
Africa
Malawi
Zambia
Mozambique
Gambia
Eritrea
Cameroon
Asia Pacific
Philippines



Slide 13-What is happening here?

Image of baby in blue box- how the Aquabox Gold Box can be put to good use many 
years afterwards

Slide 14 Finale of Assembly
Any questions?How can you help us?Contact details ? Raising Money for AQUABOX
 
Again if time you could show the Aquabox video clip. This could be added as a 
hyperlink to the slide

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=W5kzQf9Ha2o&feature=youtu.be

Also available on website


